We show that the Khovanov complex of a rational tangle has a very simple representative whose backbone of non-zero morphisms forms a zig-zag. Furthermore, this minimal complex can be computed quickly by an inductive algorithm. (For example, we calculate Kh(8 2 ) by hand.) We find that the bigradings of the subobjects in these minimal complexes can be described by matrix actions, which after a change of basis is the reduced Burau representation of B 3 .
Introduction
In [Bar05] , Dror Bar-Natan reformulated the Khovanov homology of tangles in such a way that the Khovanov bracket was essentially local. He then introduced a delooping isomorphism in [Bar07] which together with some slight modifications to the underlying theory, was able to rapidly simplify the Khovanov complex of a link allowing the homology groups to be computed quickly.
In this note we show that the Khovanov complex of a rational tangle has an unexpectedly simple representative (the minimal complex), which is a zig-zag complex (Theorem 4.4). Furthermore, the bigrading information of the subobjects in this minimal complex can be described by matrix actions which after a change of basis is the Burau representation (Corollary 5.3). The ramifications of this observation remain unclear.
The proof is inductive in that it relies on the fact that every rational tangle can be constructed by adding crossings sequentially, and that each time a crossing is added, we simplify the result to a zig-zag complex. The proof that the bigradings are described by matrix actions is essentially a counting argument based on the previous proof.
We describe our definition of a zig-zag complex below, but the core idea is that the backbone of non-zero maps between the subobjects of the complex collectively form a zig-zag. Definition 1.1 Let C be a preadditive category, and let Mat(C) be the additive closure of C (i.e. the category of formal direct sums of objects in C with composition of morphisms given by matrix multiplication). Let (Ω, ∂) be a representative of a complex in Kom(Mat(C)), the category of complexes in Mat(C) considered up homotopy equivalence. Fix a particular direct sum decomposition of (Ω, ∂). We call a subobject Ω i j of the complex a z-end if there is precisely one non-zero map from either some subobject of Ω i−1 to it, or from it to some subobject of Ω i+1 . We call a subobject Ω to Ω i j is zero and there are precisely two non-zero maps from Ω i j to subobjects of Ω i+1 ; or there are precisely two non-zero maps from subobjects of Ω i−1 to Ω i j and the map from Ω i j to Ω i+1 is zero. We say (Ω, ∂) is a zig-zag complex if every subobject in the complex is either a z-end or a z-middle, and precisely two subobjects are z-ends.
The structure of the article is as follows. In Section 2 we quickly review the essentials of rational tangles, and then in Section 3 review the Khovanov homology theory of tangles we work with. The main content begins in section 4, where we compute the minimal complex of an integer tangle, introduce a 'square' isomorphism, then combine the two to prove Theorem 4.4, the first of our main results. After some counting, we then establish Theorem 5.1, our other result regarding matrix actions.
Figure 2.1: from left to right The sum (+) and product ( * ) of 4-point tangles T 1 and T 2 . The rational tangles −3, 1, 1 and 1, 1, 2 . 
where a i are integers. We will abbreviate such an expression as a 1 , . . . , a n .
The reasoning behind the name of these tangles stems from the fact that each can be assigned a rational number which is a complete invariant of the tangle.
Definition 2.2 Let T be a rational tangle isotopic to a n , a n−1 , . . . a 1 . Define the fraction or tangle fraction F (T ) of T to be the rational number Example 2.4 The rational tangles in Figure 2 .1 above both have a tangle fraction equal to 5/2, so are in fact isotopic. This may not be immediately evident from inspection.
Definition 2.5 A continued fraction such as that in Defintion 2.2 is said to be in canonical form if n is odd and either a 1 ≥ 0 and a i > 0, or a 1 ≤ 0 and a i < 0 (for i = 1).
It is not difficult to see that every rational number has a unique continued fraction in canonical form, which gives us the following result.
Corollary 2.6 Every rational tangle other than [∞] has a unique canonical form.
Given a rational tangle, one can close the ends in several ways to obtain a rational link. The numerator closure N(·) is obtained by horizontally joining together the top and bottom pairs. The Hopf link, for example, can be expressed as N([2]). The tangles exhibited so far have been unoriented, but of course this need not be the case. For notational purposes in Section 4, we note that oriented rational tangles that have oriented numerator closures are isotopic to one of two forms, illustrated below. We refer to these as type I and type II (oriented) rational tangles.
R I R II

A recap of local Khovanov homology
We will assume the reader is familiar with Bar-Natan's definition of the Khovanov complex for tangles [Bar05] , as well as his local 'dotted' theory with its machinery for fast computations [Bar07] . Nonetheless, we quickly recall the essentials below to fix notation. 
, considered up to isotopy. Composition is defined by placing one cobordism on top of the other and vertically renormalizing the result, illustrated below.
• =
The category Mat(Cob 3 0 (∂T )) is simply the category of formal direct sums of objects in Cob 3 0 (∂T )), with composition of morphisms given by matrix multiplication. The bigraded Khovanov complex for tangles is created by following the general recipe: given a tangle T with n crossings, once creates a n-dimensional cube with smoothings as vertices and cobordisms as edges. (To save rainforests, we won't replicate the diagrams illustrating this cube -which are in our view the easiest way to understand the construction - [Bar05] contains several.) The cube is then flattened to produce a complex in Mat(Cob In this note we use the 'dotted theory', so extend Cob 3 0 by allowing the cobordisms to contain a finite number of dots, then quotient out the Hom-sets using the relations below. We refer to this quotiented category as Cob
We call the last relation neck cutting. This 'dotted theory' is more refined than the default theory in [Bar05] (in that the corbordism quotienting relations there also hold in the dotted one), but now we can consider homotopy equivalences involving dotted cobordisms. This allows us to simplify 〚T 〛 in ways not previously possible. Our results depend on two such isomorphisms, the first of which is described in Lemma 3.2 and the other in Proposition 4.2. Both Lemma 3.2 and Propostion 3.3 are due to Bar-Natan [Bar07] . Proof: The isomorphisms are as follows.
Although this 'delooping' process actually increases the number of subobjects in the complex, in practice many of the maps between the subobjects become isomorphisms. In such a case, the categorical version of Gaussian elimination below allows us to discard pairs of subobjects related via an isomorphism. Like the previously lemma, we use Gaussian elimination extensively in what follows. 
is homotopy equivalent to the complex
Here C, D, F and F are arbitrary columns of objects in C and all Greek letters (other than φ) represent arbitrary matrices of morphisms in C; all matrices appearing in these complexes are block-matrices with blocks as specified.
Khovanov complexes of rational tangles
In Section 2 we recalled that every positive or negative rational tangle is isotopic to a canonical form a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n where the a i are all non-negative or all non-positive respectively (Corollary 2.6). Such a rational tangle can be constructed from a finite sequence of additions and products with the [+1] or [−1] tangle respectively. This together with the locality of the Khovanov bracket means that the Khovanov complex of a rational tangle can be constructed inductively from 〚 ± 1〛 by a sequence of intermediate complexes, where each is obtained from the next by adding a crossing then immediately simplifying the resulting complex. The main result in this section explicitly shows how, at each step, the complexes simplify to zig-zag complexes. For the rest of the note, we'll work with positive tangles. The results for the case of negative tangles are completely analogous. We use the notation 〚a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n 〛 to denote the Khovanov complex of the rational tangle a 1 , . . . , a n .
We first calculate the Khovanov complex of the n-twist. Calculations like this one have been known for a long time (c.f. the sl 3 and sl n analogies in [MN08] and [Kra09] ), but we spell out the details here since it is a crucial component of the later arguments.
Proposition 4.1 Let n > 0 and [n] have orientation type II (Section 2). Then 〚n〛 is homotopy equivalent to
. Since the Khovanov bracket is a planar algebra morphism, Figure 4 .1 below. We simplify the complex as follows. Delooping the object in the NW corner gives Delooping the NW corner of the complex and then applying Gaussian elimination
The complex 〚n+ 1〛 can be computed from 〚n〛 and 〚1〛 using the same planar arc diagram in Figure 4 .1. For readability the morphisms and quantum gradings of the subobjects have been omitted.
gives us the following complex.
The morphism out of the subobject in the NW corner may appear complicated, but simplifies when the next term is delooped.
A further application of Gaussian elimination removes two more subobjects. We continue to move left to right through the complex using this method -delooping each successive tangle in the north row and eliminating the subobject south of it. The process 'conjugates' the maps between the northern objects. By this, we mean the maps D( ± , 1) simplify to ∓ .
After working our way to the right end of the chain complex, eventually only two subobjects on the southern row remain. These subobjects, together with those directly north of them, form a square consisting only of saddle maps. This square is the complex associated to 〚2〛. The rest of the complex, consisting of the terms we have delooped is attached to this square like a tail. The square simplifies in exactly the same way as we did previously for the [2] tangle in the n = 2 case, from which the proposition follows.
Rational tangles in general do not have complexes as elementary as these. However, it is true that any non-zero map between two indecomposable subobjects in the minimal complex of a rational tangle is (up to sign) one of the six morphisms below.
This property is a consequence of Theorem 4.4, and we will often use these abbreviations in the sequel to minimize clutter when depicting complexes.
We will also not worry about the signs of morphisms between subobjects in general. Negating a differential in a chain complex gives an isomorphic complex, and we are only considering complexes up to homotopy. It should be noted that we cannot just negate any map between subobjects though: this would in general not even give a complex. The fact that the squares in our complex anti-commute means we still need to keep track of the relative sign of adjacent maps though.
We now come to a type of isomorphism we call a 'square isomorphism'. If there is any piece of machinery to take away from the article, this is it, since the entire article is based on it. Proof: To actually check this is an isomorphism, we need to verify three points.
1. The top and bottom layers are actually chain complexes. 2. The collection of maps constitutes a chain map. 3. The chain maps are inverses of one another.
The first is easy -as we see in an example shortly, the top layer forms part of an actual Khovanov complex, so we only need to check that the squares in the bottom layer anticommute. Only one of the squares in this is different from the top layer, so we need only check that d • (±s) = −(∓s) • 0 = 0. This is true since the saddle in d • ±s connects both sheets in each of the cobordisms constituting d; the components then cancel.
The second point amounts to showing that several compositions commute (Figure 4 .4). This involves a few calculations, but is not difficult. (Hint: apply neck-cutting.)
The third point is the easiest of them all as we merely need to check that 1 ∓s 0 1
We will illustrate why this 'square isomorphism' is useful with an example. 
The right-most anticommuting square of the complex, consisting only of saddles, simplifies in the same way as in the calculation of 〚2〛 in the proof of Proposition 4.1. After using the square isomorphism on the left-two anti-commuting squares, and some Figure 4 .4: A square isomorphism, in a more traditional form.
isomorphisms to remove minus signs, we obtain the following complex. So 〚5, 1〛 is actually homotopic to a zig-zag complex. Representing the complex this way, however, makes it hard to determine the geometry of underlying zig-zag, as well as being inefficient. We instead represent this as a 'dot diagram', illustrated below and explained in the caption. We haven't labeled the morphisms, but there is no need to since all can be determined from the diagram -each of the five 'straight' segments in the dot diagram contain a saddle, which determines the rest of the morphisms along the segment. (Recall that, as remarked earlier, in the minimal complex of a rational tangle, there are (up to sign) only six morphisms. This and the fact that ∂ 2 = 0 determines the other morphisms. For example, if a saddle map → is followed by an unknown morphism → , the unknown morphism must be ether c or d, but only d composes with s to give 0. Similar statements apply to the other unknown compositions. This concludes the calculation.
For the remainder of the paper, we'll describe a zig-zag complex by its backbone of non-zero morphisms, writing these as a word. Staring at one z-end of the zig-zag complex, we follow the backbone of non-zero morphisms until we reach the other z-end, writing down the morphisms along the way. We call this word the morphism string of a zig-zag complex. For example the morphism string of the minimal complex for 〚5〛 is ababs.
Strictly speaking, the morphism string of a zig-zag complex isn't well defined -it depends on which z-end one starts at -but we'll adopt the convention that we begin at the z-end with the lowest homological height, if the two differ. (Our main result in this section doesn't depend on such a choice though.)
When constructing the morphism string, when we go backwards in homological height we put a dash on the morphism. 
• if l 2 = s, thenw = bsd.
Furthermore, the morphism string of the minimal complex of 〚T + [1]〛 or 〚T * [1]〛 can be obtained from the morphism string of the minimal complex of 〚T 〛 by the following rules.
To obtain 〚T + [1]〛 from 〚T 〛, split the morphism string of the minimal complex of 〚T 〛 into a list of subwords w 1 , . . . , w n (so that their concatenation w 1 · · · w n is the morphism string) such that • If ⊡ is the string obtained from by replacing each letter a/a
• If
To obtain 〚T * [1]〛 from 〚T 〛, split the morphism string of the minimal complex of 〚T 〛 into a list of subwords w 1 , . . . , w n such that
The morphism string of 〚T * [1]〛 is given by the concatenation g(w 1 ) · · · g(w n ) where g is the following collection of rules.
• If ⊡ is the string obtained from by replacing each letter c/c
Before embarking on the proof, we take a moment to reassure ourselves that the statement is believable.
As a sanity-check we wrote a simple program in Python that calculates 〚T 〛 for positive rational tangles T based on our rules. We then extended the program to calculate Kh(R) for rational R. We checked the results for the first 25 rational knots (admittedly, by hand -otherwise it would not have been simple); they were all correct.
Example 4.5 We can also run Theorem 4.4 by hand, computing Kh(8 2 ), which would be very intimidating to do by hand with previous technology.
The knot 8 2 is rational, obtained via numerator closure (Section 2) from 5, 1, 2 . Computing 〚8 2 〛 is then just a matter of computing 〚5, 1, 2〛 before placing the minimal complex in the numerator closure planar arc diagram. Let us compute the structure of the chain complex first; gradings and homological heights will be calculated at the end using a later result.
Morphism strings of Khovanov complexes of rational tangles are not particularly readable, in that the structure of the complex is not as apparent as when it is represented as a dot diagram. As such we'll replace any instance of s with a negative-sloping diagonal line, and an s ′ with a positive sloping diagonal line.
The morphism string corresponding to 〚1〛 is just s. By applying the rules above, we build the morphism string of 〚5, 1, 2〛 from s as follows.
All that's left to do is to take the numerator closure of this complex and determine the homological and grading information. The former is easier to do if we construct the dot diagram of the complex. This and its closure are in Figure 4 .6 below. • 2
The homology groups of these complexes are trivial to compute. After delooping and applying the standard TQFT functor, taking homology gives
The wedge-shaped complexes in the dot diagram with four subobjects are homotopy equivalent to components in one higher homological height.
1 No prizes for guessing what complex the lone circle in the diagram is.
Therefore 〚8 2 〛 splits into a direct sum of nine complexes, and we have computed the homology of these complexes. To finish, we simply need to calculate the homological heights and gradings. Using a later result, by the matrix multiplication in Example 5.2, we find that the subobject with the lowest bigrading is a [∞] tangle with quantum grading −16 and homological height −6.
For all intents and purposes we're done, although it's common to write the result as the Khovanov polynomial instead of the actual Khovanov homology. The Khovanov polynomial of a link is a two-variable Laurent polynomial in
It's common to denote the Khovanov polynomial in the form of a We now return to the main result of this section.
Proof of Theorem 4.4:
The first claim of the theorem regarding the structure of 〚T 〛 for rational T follows from induction from the subword rules of the theorem. Namely, since every rational tangle is given by a finite sequence of additions and products of [1], one simply shows that the rules preserve the property of the first claim.
The proof of the subword rules essentially follows from square isomorphisms and the proof of the minimal complex for integer tangles. The proof describing how the morphism string of 〚T + [1]〛 is obtained from 〚T 〛 is analogous to that for 〚T * [1]〛 case; as such we prove the former.
To save space, we don't replicate the complexes used in the proof of Theorem 5.1, but since that proof and this are essentially two sides of the same coin, we refer the reader to them.
Let us first explain the general structure of 〚T + 〚1〛 ). This is a complex consisting of two rows, each with n + 1 subobjects, and various left, right, and down arrows between adjacent subobjects in the complex. We now simplify the complex.
Assume the morphism string of 〚T 〛 satisfies the rules in the first part of the theorem. For the other type of square chain, note that the morphism string that induced this complex is that of two minimal integer tangle complexes which share the same first subobject. (E.g. s ′ b ′ a ′ babs is the direct sum of 〚3〛 and 〚4〛 with the first subobjects identified.) As such, these square chains simplify down in exactly the same way as in the proof of Proposition 4.1. That is, morphism strings of the form ba . . . bas go to aba . . . bas. This is second rule regarding 〚T + [1]〛.
And we're essentially done: each of these chains of square have simplified to zig-zag complexes whose z-ends are [∞] tangles, and were joined by d maps, so the entire complex is also a zig-zag complex. Since every rational tangle can be constructed from [1] which is a zig-zag complex satisfying the rules in the first part of the theorem, it follows that any complex created by adding or multiplying [1] is a zig-zag complex satisfying the rules too.
A matrix action on the Bigradings of the minimal complexes
So far, we have only presented one half the picture: we have essentially ignored the bigradings of the subobjects in the minimal Khovanov complex of a rational tangle. Quite surprisingly, it turns out that the bigradings can be described by matrix actions.
Let us formalize what we mean by 'bigrading information'. Let BN(4) be the graded subcategory of Mat(Cob Ω, express each of its objects as direct sum of indecomposable objects. To each indecomposable object X in Ω j we associate the element q i t j X where i is the internal grading of the subobject. Then define Ψ(C) to be the sum of these elements over all subobjects in the complex.
We will present an element
As the example demonstrates, Ψ is not a homotopy invariant, since this complex is contractible when φ is an isomorphism. As such, to make the map well-defined we will only consider complexes in Kom(BN(4)) up to isomorphism.
Let us now consider rational tangles as partial closures of elements in B 3 . (Figure 5 .1.) More precisely, we can consider a positive rational tangle T = a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n (with a i ≥ 0 (a i ≤ 0)) as the element σ 2 . This clearly isn't the traditional way to close off a braid. Rather, our 'closure' of a braid is really the numerator closure of the corresponding rational tangle. Since every rational tangle has a unique canonical form, it follows that each positive (negative) rational tangle has a unique presentation σ
1 with a i > 0 (a i < 0) for i < n and a n ≥ 0 (a n ≤ 0).
We can then describe the bigrading information of the Khovanov complexes of positive rational tangles as follows. (Negative rational tangles admit a similar description.) Theorem 5.1 Let φ : Q → B 3 be the function taking a rational number r to the canonical braid presentation (above) corresponding to the rational tangle T with F (T ) = r. Let Ψ be as above. For any rational tangle T , identify the minimal complex 〚T 〛 with its representative in Kom (BN(4) ). Finally, let r ∈ Q + , and fix an orientation of φ(r). Then Ψ(〚φ(r)σ 1 〛) is given by Ψ(〚φ(r)〛)A ± and Ψ(〚φ(r)σ −1 2 〛) is given by Ψ(〚φ(r)〛)P ± , where
(The signs correspond to the orientation of the crossing being added.)
We note that this is quite unexpected. While B 3 acts on rational tangles as described, there is no reason to expect that the bigrading information of the minimal Khovanov complexes should admit such a description.
Example 5.2 Let us do the bigrading calculation we used earlier when computing Kh(8 2 ) in Example 4.5. The knot 8 2 is the numerator closure of 5, 1, 2 . When 8 2 is oriented the underlying tangle inherits an orientation of type I (recall Section 2). As such, when we build 5, 1, 2 from [0], the first six crossings have negative orientation, while the last two crossings are positively oriented.
As such, the bigrading information of 〚5, 1, 2〛 is given by
Calculating these, we find
By examining Figure 4 .6 we see that bigrading information of the subobjects in the complex are accounted for.
Proof of Theorem 5.1: We will prove that Ψ(〚φ(r)σ 1 〛) is given by Ψ(〚φ(r)〛)A ± . (The proof of the other claim is analogous.) Let T be a positive rational tangle, and consider 〚T 〛. Adding [1] to T is the same as multiplying the corresponding braid by σ 1 . We will prove the claim by examining how the bigradings of the subobjects in 〚T 〛 influence the bigradings of the subobjects in 〚T + [1]〛. By doing this we will be able to express the bigrading information of 〚T + [1]〛 in terms of 〚T 〛.
From Theorem 4.4 we can uniquely split the morphism string of 〚T 〛 into subwords in
We can account for all the subobjects in 〚T +[1]〛 by accounting for the subobjects created from each subword of 〚T 〛, though when we do this we need to be careful not to over-count or miss any subobjects.
As in the last section, construct 〚T + [1]〛 from 〚T 〛 using the 'addition' planar arc diagram D. Let us further assume that the orientation of the crossing being added is positive. (So we will need to show the bigradings change in a manner described by the action of A + .) 
After multiple applications of delooping and Gaussian elimination, this simplifies down.
In this portion of the complex, there are now n+2 subobjects, and still 2 subobjects. However, the subobjects now differ from the subobjects in the first complex by a factor of q 2 t. On the other hand, of the n + 2 subobjects of the top row above, n were produced after delooping D( , ) terms. These subobjects picked up a quantum grading factor of q from 〚1〛, but then immediately lost it after delooping. The two other subobjects were produced via D( , ). The bigrading information of these will then differ from those of the subobjects in the first complex by a factor of q.
It follows, then, that the bigrading information (p ′ 0 , p ′ ∞ ) of this segment can be described in terms of the bigrading information of the first segment (p 0 , p ∞ ) via
By the same argument the change in bigrading information described by s ′ → s ′ b ′ ⊡ and s → ⊡bs is captured by multiplication by A + .
In between words of the form s ′ s in the morphism string for 〚T 〛 are words of the form {d, d, c, c ′ }. So consider the subcomplex associated to c. The bigrading of the subobjects here differ from the originals by a factor of q 2 t, while the bigrading of the subobjects differ from the originals by a factor of q. Hence, on this complex segment the overall change in bigrading information can be described by the action of A + .
We're essentially done: if a subword d/d ′ in the morphism string is not at either end, then it is adjacent to letters in {s ′ , s, c, c ′ }, meaning the subobjects and the head and tail of d have already been accounted for by our analysis of the s ′ s → s ′ b ′ ⊡ bs and c → s ′ bs transformations. If d/d ′ is at the end of the morphism string, then there will be a subobject and the head or tail of it we will not have accounted for yet, but it is easy to check that the bigradings of the two subobjects in 〚T + [1]〛 that this produces can be described by the action of A + on the bigrading information of the subobject too.
Hence the change in bigrading information of the complex is locally described by the action of A + , and since we have accounted for all the subobjects in 〚T + [1]〛, it follows that it is globally described by the action too. We then immediately get that Ψ(〚φ(r)σ 1 〛) is given by Ψ(〚φ(r)〛)A − when the crossing being added has negative orientation, since Ψ(〚1〛) when [1] has negative orientation differs from Ψ(〚1〛) when [1] has positive orientation by a factor of q −3 t −1 . Given that the bigrading information admits such an elegant description in terms of matrix actions and B 3 , it is a natural question to ask whether the matrices satisfy the braid relation. Since multiplying the braid by σ 1 corresponds to multiplication by A ± , and multiplying the braid by σ −1 2 corresponds to multiplication by P ± , if they matrices did braid we would expect A ± and P −1 ± to braid. This is indeed the case. The ramifications of this observation remain unclear. This is exactly the (reduced) Burau representation of B 3 after the change of variables t → −q 2 t.
We note however, that while A ± and P ± describe the addition or product of [1] with a positive rational tangle, A 1 , the new crossing is negatively oriented. (Indeed, A + and P − differ from each other by a factor of q 3 t.)
